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Panorama 
and Particularity 

There is a line from Rumi that rings in my head almost day and night and it was there all the 
way through my last trip to Ethiopia. It is an invitation, "Come and see the world, and how 
beautiful it is." Not only does travel magnify your own life, putting it into perspective, it gives you 
two other kinds of seeings that can make you almost drunk with both love and knowing--
granularity and the panoramic sweep of things. 

I remember days of bus travel when I would be swaying back and forth as we sped down the 
roads and had to swing around livestock and people as they also crowded the roads, and then 
passing through towns and villages full of life and people, and feeling like I was being baptized 
into the complete fullness of human life in one single day or  even in just the space of a few 
moments.

It is not unusual to go down one main street of a town or village in Ethiopia and in two minutes 
to see a carpenter building and a woman cooking or washing her child, and someone cutting 
hair on the same side-walk while someone else is making clothes or bread and another coffee 
on the curb while others are selling (or even slaughtering) sheep and the kids are playing soccer 
around the around the wandering animals and the traffic and our bus, and waving at us--and the 
whole world crowds into that sped-up movie-like scene. It is the same mile after mile as all of life 
unfolds--farmers and builders and welders and weavers and cooks and mechanics are living life 
to the full in the space of two short minutes or just two kilometers of road. LIFE being lived and 
pouring through every soul, and you or me in the middle of it, and everything is pouring through 
us too like a river. 

And then daily I would step into many of those scenes to interact and become part of it and walk 
through villages and over stones and navigate the muddy puddles around me and see the goat 
pass beside me, and smile at this beautiful old face or hold a young hand offered in friendship 
and see that one pot of stew boiling away and smell the coffee being made mixed with the 
incense burning, and realize I felt and knew the specific granularity of the world in this one 
precious moment of time. The sweep of life pouring through everything and this particular 
moment or stone or face in its unique granularity--back and forth and back and forth. I would 
marvel and I would get drunk on it--literally dizzy back and forth between the two seeings 
moment after moment and then I would see and understand that it was God, God's self, God's 
consciousness and Life, pouring through everything. I was being flooded not by events or 
people or even things, I was being flooded by God--God's own self, God's own Presence. 
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So what was I experiencing? It is hard to put words to it, but I could see that everything was the 
fulness of the divine Presence present in everything and in every soul and fully manifest, and 
this was also God experiencing us intimately and God's own self (mostly unconscious to us) 
simply holding everything in existence. It would make me dizzy. God everywhere, like sea-water 
in the ocean and the individual creature swimming in it, unaware of its presence. "In God we live 
and move and have our being." Nothing is more true than that. 

So why are we here? To experience God as the world, was the answer that came over and over 
again. To experience both the sweep and flow and river of life and it's unique granularity in any 
particular moment of it--both the flow and the particularity. It is amazing what we get to 
experience and everything is precious as we are carried swiftly through time and then out of this 
world-stream back into the Infinite "spaces" of eternity. And when we tumble out of here, we will 
be carrying the world with us, and each precious moment, and we will offer all we have 
experienced and known and loved back into the arms and hands of the Holy One who made it 
and us in it and we will realize each precious moment as an opportunity to love it and All, and all 
the particulars that flowed past, around, through and in us. 

This kind of seeing and knowing is a sort of metaphysical unveiling of the world. The world 
comes alive and light fills everything. It is a double seeing and knowing, and suddenly you both 
know the world in all of its (sometimes messy and painful) detail and you know it's meaning. The 
veil is lifted, even if briefly, and light pours through everything. 

So what is the meaning of all of this in its granular detail and our place inside everything? Here 
is a summary of how my travels through Ethiopia forced me to see the world. What I saw was 
this: 

1. The normal way we experience the world is certainly in its granularity and particularity. The 
world of space-time is known through its unique punctiliar nature--sharp and pointed in all its 
specific moment by moment details. 

2. It was clear to me,, however that the fullness of consciousness is pouring through everything 
at all levels, and at the human level, notice how unique and strong it is in each individual 
who carries that consciousness. 

3. I saw the unique nature of each and every human being and their experience as a carrier of 
divine consciousness (unknown to most and yet simply experienced). When there is an 
awakening through love, then that consciousness extends out beyond the self to and begins 
to experience the personal self as Self (the Self of selves). 

4. It is clear to me now that not a soul escapes deep personal suffering, and I could see clearly 
how suffering shapes the soul and either shreds it, diminishes it, or enlarges it, or 
concentrates it in some way. The soul is shaped by the trials and sufferings of life. Some are 
sweetened by it and others are embittered and diminished by it. I do not understand why or 
how. 

5. All of this is pouring through human experience as the Self in the many selves -- and the 
larger Self of Humanity (and perhaps the Self as the "other" of God) is being shaped and 
formed by this experience. 
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6. I saw the preciousness of the strand, thread, piece of the divine consciousness that is 
present in each individual soul -- shaping, living, experiencing what it knows and can know. 
This is a precious element of God living inside the human frame and shaped and being 
shaped by everything. 

7. Each culture is, therefore, a landscape. Each religion is a citadel of the human spirit -- a 
place for it to live and know and make itself known. There is definitely the solace of fierce 
landscapes. 

8. Existence as we know it is God pouring God's Self into and through everything, experiencing 
Itself in everything unbeknownst usually to the experiencer.  But sometimes known and 
recorded and when that awareness occurs in a human soul then there are great treasures of 
knowing are brought into the world. 

9. We are here to experience the world in all of its granularity and sharpness in order to learn 
and grow and become and then we can leave this world with our wisdom our virtue and our 
freedom -- growing into Divine Consciousness--sharing the "mind of Christ." 

10. Imagine a child growing into adult consciousness -- how does it happen? (And notice the 
distance between the awareness of a child and the awareness of a fully formed adult--vast 
spaces and yet it is a shared awareness a continuum throughout that individual's life). 
[Notice in Jesus the juxtaposing the child and the adult and the child awareness maintained 
in the adult--they are held together -- but in Thomas this is also seen as an advanced state 
of consciousness this double knowing and the exchanges between them]. 

11. This is the Divine Play in space and time. The Divine is playing Itself out through us, and we 
are the unfolding and the learning and the feeling and the growth and the transformation of 
that awareness that is being lived in us. 

12. The Divine is in fullness in us to the extent that Love is in fullness through us. 
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